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*Enclosed is a listing of some of the significant issues to which Kansas Public Radio 
(KANU-Lawrence 91.5 FM, KANH-Emporia 89.7 FM, KANV-Olsburg/Junction City 
91.3 FM, and KANQ-Chanute 90.3 FM) responded, along with some of the most 
significant programming treatments of those issues for the period of time specified.  This 
listing is by no means exhaustive, and a more complete, detailed listing can be found in 
the official KANU news archives.  The order in which the issues appear has no 
significance, and does not reflect any particular priority for these stories.  



TOPIC CODE

AG – Agriculture

AR – Arts & Entertainment 

CR – Crime 

ECO – Economy & Business 

ED – Education 

ENV – Environment

HE –   Health

HI -- History 

HS – Human Sexuality 

KU – University of Kansas-related story 

MI – Military-related story 

POL – Kansas Government & Politics

RE – Religion

RR – Race Relations 

SP – Sports 

WX – Weather-related story



FORMAT CODE 

R – Report 
C – Commentary 

PROGRAM CODE

ME –  Morning Edition  
ATC –  All Things Considered 
WE --  Weekend Edition



KANU NEWS SUMMARY FOR OCTOBER 2019

1. Sam Zeff reported on how, and why, popular rap musician Snoop Dogg made a 
controversial appearance at the annual ‘Late Night in the Phog’ event at Allen 
Fieldhouse in Lawrence. Snoop’s contract was with athletic apparel and shoe 
company Adidas, not the University of Kansas, so no details were public, but Zeff 
noted that KU renewed its deal with Adidas in April of 2019. That company is at 
the heart of NCAA allegations being leveled against the KU Basketball program 
regarding two basketball recruits and a company representative. 
(SZ-PHOG.wav) – aired 10-04-19 – ATC/R – length: 45 sec – airtimes: 5:30pm, 
6:30pm
___________________________________________________________KU, SP

2. KPR’s Stephen Koranda reported on a proposed amendment to the Kansas 
Constitution that would allow college students and members of the military to be 
counted at their universities or military bases. The state currently allows those 
residents to be counted elsewhere. 
(SK-CENS107.wav) – aired 10-07-19 – ME/R – length: 45 sec – airtimes: 6am, 
7:31am
_______________________________________________________POL/KU/MI

3. Lawrence Vice-Mayor Jennifer Ananda says the city needs to put protections for 
undocumented immigrants into city code. Currently, Lawrence could declare 
itself a sanctuary city, or approve policies that protect immigrants, including those 
who may have come to the country illegally. City commissioners have expressed 
support for codifying rules for staffers and police officers when working with 
federal immigration officers for ICE enforcement.
(ANANDA-SANCCITY.wav) – aired 10-08-19 – ME/R – length: 1:45 – airtimes: 
6, 7, 8 am
_____________________________________________________CR/ECO/POL

4. Celia Llopis-Jepsen reports that anti-tobacco groups are pushing for the state of 
Kansas to raise the age at which it is legal to purchase tobacco. Studies indicate 
that those who are addicted to nicotine are likely to have begun consuming it in 
their teens. However, the move to increase the purchase age from 18 to 21 is 
getting some pushback from lobbyists for the tobacco and vaping industries. 
(CLJ-TOBAC21.wav) – aired 10-11-19 – ME/R – length: 3:56 – airtimes: 
6:45am. 7:45am
______________________________________________________HE/ECO/ED

5. KPR’s J. Schafer spoke with Russ Johnson, the Chief Executive Officer of 
Lawrence Memorial Hospital, about a plan to eliminate health insurance coverage 
for some of its employees. Johnson says the cost-cutting move will help keep the 
hospital more competitive. 
(JS-LMHPART1.wav) – aired 10-17-19 – ATC/R – length: 8:11 – airtimes: 
4:44pm, 5:44pm
__________________________________________________________HE/ECO



6. The second part of J. Schafer’s conversation with Russ Johnson, CEO of LMH 
Health, Inc., included a discussion of why the Board of Directors believe cost-
cutting measures are so important, even as Lawrence Memorial Hospital embarks 
on a $100 million expansion plan. Dozens of part-time workers are losing their 
health insurance and their ability to accrue paid time off. 
(JS-LMHPART2.wav) – aired 10-18-19 – ATC/R – length: 8:32 – airtimes: 
4:50pm, 5:50pm
________________________________________________________HE/ECO

7. Nomin Ujiyediin of the Kansas News Service reported on the growing support for 
tightening regulations on payday loans and payday lenders in Kansas. The loans 
are typically very short term, and carry very high interest rates. Industry 
representatives say the loans are often the only option for people who cannot 
borrow from family, use a credit card, or borrow from a bank. But critics say the 
terms of the loans often prey on those who can least afford them. 
(NU-PAYDAY.wav) – aired 10-22-19 – ME/R – length: 3:39 – airtimes: 6:45am, 
8:45am
______________________________________________________ECO/CR/ED

8. KPR news intern Katie Counts reported on an effort to improve mental health and 
well-being among incident first responders. First responders are among the 
highest-risk groups for suicide. It’s hoped that a targeted effort to help them deal 
with the traumatic incidents they witness will help reduce their risk. 
(KC-PLAYTHISONE.wav) – aired 10-25-19 – ATC/R – length: 4:02 – airtimes: 
4:44pm, 5:44pm
________________________________________________________HE/ED/CR 

9.  Jim McLean reported on how rural Kansas towns are coping with a kind of 
“hollowing out” of the region. As industrial agriculture has grown, with its larger 
farms and smaller number of farmers required to work those acres, it’s left many 
small rural towns in the lurch. Now, these towns are working to find ways to 
attract and retain young people.  
(JM-MFK-2A.wav) – aired 10-28-19 – ATC/R – length: 3:53 – airtimes: 3:44pm, 
5:44pm
_______________________________________________________AG/HI/ECO

10. Celia Llopis-Jepsen reported on efforts to increase voter turnout amongst college 
students and young people in 2020. Turnout soared in 2018, but that’s not 
guaranteed for the next national election, especially as the presidential campaigns 
often focus on the concerns and needs of older constituents. 
(CLJ-YNGVTRS.wav) – aired 10-29-19 – ME/R – length: 4:04 – airtimes: 
6:45am, 7:45am
__________________________________________________POL/KU/ED/ECO

 
11. J. Schafer spoke with rancher Bones Ownbey of Chase County, Kansas. Ownbey 

has noticed a distinct decline in the number of small birds in the area, and 



wondered if anyone had been looking into the phenomenon. It turns out that the 
drop in the number of songbirds and migrating birds has caught the attention of 
conservation and population biologists, but it’s not entirely clear what’s been 
happening. 
(JS-NOBIRDS2.wav) – aired 10-31-19 – ME/R – length: 8:10 – airtimes: 6:45am, 
7:45am
______________________________________________________ENV/AG/KU



KANU NEWS SUMMARY FOR NOVEMBER 2019

1. Jim McLean of the Kansas News Service reported on efforts to slow the 
depopulation of many rural communities in Kansas. Some of the smaller towns 
have even found ways to thrive in the face of a shrinking population. The most 
successful are those that have found ways to improve quality of life and offer 
services their remaining residents find appealing. 
(JM-MFK114.wav) – aired 11-04-19 – ME/R – length: 3:50 – airtimes: 6:45am, 
7:45am
______________________________________________________ECO/AG/ED

2. Brian Grimmett reported on the introduction of all-electric-powered buses in 
Wichita. The city expects to have 11 in all operational by the end of 2020. Transit 
agencies and city bus fleets are gradually abandoning internal combustion engines 
for vehicles that create less air pollution and fewer greenhouse gases. 
(BG-ELECBUSES.wav) – aired 11-06-19 – ME/R – length: 4:01 – airtimes: 
6:45am, 7:45am  
________________________________________________________ENV/ECO

3. KPR’s Kaye McIntyre spoke with Dr. Matt Naylor, president and CEO of the 
National World War One Museum and Memorial, about an exhibition focusing on 
the Vietnam War. There are many surprising parallels between the Vietnam War 
and World War I, and the exhibit draws heavily on the experiences and memories 
of Vietnam War veterans placed in context alongside the museum’s permanent 
World War I installations. 
(KMD-WWINAM.wav) – aired 11-08-19 – ATC/R – length: 3:26 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm 
_______________________________________________________________HI

4. Jim McLean reported on the reasons so many rural hospitals are going out of 
business. Four in Kansas have closed since 2015. The health care facilities that 
remain operational are often hanging on by a thread. It turns out that the reasons 
have less to do with the challenges of serving a rural population, and more to do 
with out-of-state corporations. Now, some city and county officials are re-
thinking how to operate hospitals in their region. 
(JM-MFK-4.wav) – aired 11-11-19 – ME/R – length: 3:59 – airtimes: 6:45am, 
7:45am
_________________________________________________________ECO/HE

5. Stephan Bisaha reported on workshops being offered at Kansas State University 
that address some of the day-to-day life challenges that face adults. The idea of 
“adulting” has gotten a lot of amused attention on social media platforms, but 
schools are finding it worthwhile to provide this kind of instruction to their 
students. 
(SB-ADULTING.wav) – aired 11-12-19 – ME/R – length: 4:00 – airtimes: 
6:45am, 7:45am
________________________________________________________ED/ECO



6. Greg Echlin provided a profile of football coach Larry Wilcox at Benedictine 
College in Atchison. No active college football coach in the U.S. has more career 
wins WITHOUT having won a national championship. As the team approached 
its regular-season finale, the pressure for the team to fill that gap in Wilcox’s 
record became intense. 
(GE-WILCOX2.wav) – aired 11-14-19 – ATC/R – length: 4:06 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
____________________________________________________________SP/HI

7. Jim McLean visited Greensburg, Kansas…a community that was nearly wiped off 
the map by an EF-5 tornado in 2007. There had been many plans to reconstruct 
the town to extremely “green” specifications, with the idea of setting itself apart 
from other struggling rural communities by embracing “clean” and 
environmentally friendly technology. Those plans haven’t come to quite the level 
of fruition that town leaders had hoped for. 

   (JM-MFK5.wav) – aired 11-18-19 – ME/R – length: 3:43 – airtimes: 6:45am, 
7:45am
________________________________________________ENV/ECO/POL/AG

8. Nomin Ujiyediin of the Kansas News Service reported on the way the state of 
Kansas is handling children who commit crimes. The state has recently created 
stricter standards for sending these children through the adult criminal justice 
system. However, shunting more of these youthful offenders back into their 
communities means that more children with mental illnesses and violent 
behaviors are coming into an already-strained child welfare system. 
(NU-JJREFORM.wav) – aired 11-21-19 – ATC/R – length: 3:36 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
______________________________________________________CR/ED/POL

9. Jim McLean reported on the immigrant population in Dodge City, Kansas. While 
Hollywood and classic television have case Dodge City as a symbol of the old 
Wild West, the influx of immigrants to the region has reshaped the town and 
positioned it for modern success. 
(MFK#6-DODGE.wav) – aired 11-25-19 – ME/R – length: 4:01 – airtimes: 
6:45am, 7:45am
_______________________________________________________HI/ECO/AG



KANU NEWS SUMMARY FOR DECEMBER 2019

1. Greg Echlin reported on the first football season for the Kansas Jayhawks under 
the leadership of new head coach Les Miles. The team finished with a 3-9 
record…which is the same record as in 2018, under former coach David Beaty. 
Despite the identical records, Miles is making a great deal more money than 
Beaty did. However, Miles’s leadership seems to have brought a great deal of 
optimism to the team, to fans, to students, and to university alumni. 
(GE-KUFTBAL.wav) – aired 12-02-19 – ATC/R – length: 4:08 – airtimes: 
4:44pm, 6:44pm

 ____________________________________________________________KU/SP

2. Nomin Ujiyediin continued her series of reports on criminal justice reform in 
Kansas. A panel of criminal justice officials has found that overcrowded prisons 
in Kansas need to provide more services for the elderly and for inmates with drug 
addiction issues. The problem is now finding the money…and the staff…for such 
upgrades. 
(NU-CJREFORM.wav) – aired 12-06-19 – ME/R – length: :40 – airtimes: 6am, 
7am, 8am newscasts
_____________________________________________________CR/POL/ECO

3. Stephan Bisaha had a follow-up report on his feature detailing the rise of e-sports 
teams at the university level. The University of Kansas has now signed six players 
for its first varsity e-sports team. The school is hoping that an emphasis on e-
sports might help boost enrollment among people who love playing e-sports, and 
boost awareness of the school among e-sports fans. 
(SB-ESPORTS.wav) – aired 12-06-19 – ME/R – length: :45 – airtimes: 7:31am
________________________________________________________ED/KU/SP

4. Greg Echlin reported on the Kansas State University Wildcats’ invitation to play 
in the Liberty Bowl. Making it to a bowl game is a big deal for every coach, much 
less an invitation for a new coach taking over a major Division I university 
football program.  It’s been an impressive debut season for Chris Klieman and his 
team.
(GE-KSFTBALL.wav) – aired 12-09-19 – ATC/R – length: 4:28 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
____________________________________________________________SP/ED

5. Brian Grimmett reported on the dispute between the Quivira National Wildlife 
Refuge and area farmers and ranchers over groundwater use. The refuge says it’s 
not getting as much water as it used to, and that’s endangering wildlife there. 
Farmers say they need an increased amount of groundwater for their crops and to 
stay in business. 
(BG-QUIVWATER.wav) – aired 12-11-19 – ME/R – length: 4:04 – airtimes: 
6:45am, 7:45am
_____________________________________________________ECO/ENV/AG 



6. Tom Shine of KMUW spoke with retiring Kansas Supreme Court Chief Justice 
Lawton Nuss. They discussed Nuss’s battle for better pay for judicial employees 
and concerns about the way the criminal justice system treats the accused, the 
innocent, the guilty, and victims’ family members. 
(NUSS-FEATURE.wav) – aired 12-17-19 – ATC/R – length: 5:02 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
__________________________________________________________CR/POL

7. Stephen Koranda reported on a newly-created law enforcement task force that 
will target U.S. Justice Department resources toward seven 
communities…including Kansas City, Missouri…grappling with violent crime. 
(SK-PURSUIT.wav) – aired 12-19-19 – ME/R – length: :53 – airtimes: 6,7,8 am
__________________________________________________________CR/POL

8. Corinne Boyer explained why raw dairy producers in Kansas fought for the right 
to advertise their raw milk products. Even after a law was passed allowing them 
to advertise in places other than their own farms, many of the dairy owners have 
been urging consumers interested in unpasteurized milk products to use caution. 
(CB-RAWMILK.wav) – aired 12-19-19 – ATC/R – length: 3:45 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
______________________________________________________AG/HE/POL

9. Stephen Koranda reported on concerns about the security of Kansas elections. The 
state’s top election official says Kansas is a potential target for hackers looking to 
disrupt the 2020 vote, but security vulnerabilities are both difficult to find and to 
patch. 
(SK-SECURITY.wav) -- aired 12-23-19 – ATC/R – length: 3:54 – airtimes: 
4:44pm, 5:44pm
__________________________________________________________POL/CR

10. Commentator Rex Buchanan discussed two books by Kansas authors: Ben 
Lerner’s novel The Topeka School, and Sarah Smarsh’s nonfiction exploration of 
Kansas politics and poverty, Heartland: A Memoir of Working Hard and Being 
Broke in the Richest Country on Earth. 
(RB-2BOOKS3.wav) – aired 12-30-19 – ATC/C – length: 3:18 – airtimes: 
3:44pm, 5:44pm
_____________________________________________________POL/ECO/AR  


